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I BANDERS' SHDPTALKj 

Banders' Shoptalk is an infomal dis
cussion among handers who wish to share 
their notes with others. It can consist 
of large, small or tiny articles, ques
tions, answers or just lines. Contrihu
tions need not be typed as long as they 
are readible. The emphasis is on crea
ting a readily available communications 
network between banding stati;ns on 
discussion of wildlife techniques ap
plicable to banding and related field 
work. Your continued interest in our 
efforts are appreciated!••••••••••••••• 

* • * 
Mrs. Ema J, Fisk of 17101 s.w. 284 St., 
Homestead, Florida )JOJO, writes1 

The practice of "skulling" each bird one handles is raising problems 
of ageing by plumage alone. For instance a 

OVENBIRDS - The tertial tips alone should not be relied on as a 
characteristic for HY birds. Two unossified birds taken at Manomet August 
21-2), 1971, lacked the rusty tips. At my Florida station the tips are 
often found to be worn off by late .October. On the other hand, a fall 
Florida HY bird of 1970, retaken February and March 1971 still had its 
rusty tips. An HY Ovenbird taken at Powdermill Nature Reserve on Sept. 
8, 1971 also had no rusty tertial tips. 

HOUSE WRENS - Contrary to Wood (A bird banding guide to Determination 
of Age and Sex of Selected Species) I find these cannot be aged by the 
presence or lack of white tips on the wing coverts. A July Adult, singing 
on territory at South Orleans, Mass,, in 1970, was taken with tips, A 
Florida bird, October 1967, as HY returned a year later wHh tips which 
had increased from Jon each side to 8 on the right, 6 oni the left. A 
bird examined at Irish Grove, Md., on Sept., 18, 1970 was unossified with 
no tips. Of two unossified birds taken at Manomet, Mass,, August 7, 1971,· 
one had tips, one not. On Sept. 81 1971 an adult bird with tips was ta
ken at Powdermill N.R., and on 10 September an Immature without tips. 

How do we classify birds whose degree of ossification does not match with 
plumage characteristics? A Least Flycatcher taken Oct. 29, 1970 at Home
stead, with white wingbars was only 80% ossified. Do we know how long it 
takes a Least to ossify entirely? Perhaps tw~ years? Should we age them 
by plumage, by skull or call them unknoWl'l as to age7 




